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Shear viscosities of ferrosilicate liquids
Don.lr,o B. DrNcwnr-r,
BayerischesGeoinstitut, Universitlit Bayreuth, Postfach lO 12 51,8580 Bayreuth, F.R.G.

AssrRAcr
The shear viscosities of liquids along the alkali and alkaline-earth silicate-ferritejoins,
SiOr-X'+Fe,Or, , (where X representsLi, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba), have been
measuredat I atm and temperaturesof I100 to 1650'C by using the concentric-cylinder
method. A11liquids exhibit Newtonian behavior in the range of shear rates investigated,
and their viscosity-temperaturerelationshipsmay be expressedusing Arrhenian equations.
At a constant temperature, the viscosity-composition relationships of the silicate-ferrite
joins describe a set of subparallel curves. At constant SiO, content, the liquid viscosities
decreaseinthe sequenceCs> Rb > K > Na > Ba > Sr > Ca > Mg > Li.
The oxidation statesof all liquids that could be quenched to glasseswere determined
by ttFe Mossbauer spectroscopy.The Fe2+contents of quench glassesincreasewith increasingtemperature and are higher for the Li and alkaline-earth ferrosilicates than for
the ferrosilicateswith larger-radii alkalis.
The viscosity-composition relationships for these silicate-ferritejoins are qualitatively
similar to those of the equivalent silicate-aluminateand silicate-galliatejoins, and thus a
common structural explanation of the viscosities of all these melts, in terms of relative
mean bond strengths,is sufficient to describemost of the observedvariation.
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icates;Urbain et al., 1982).At high temperature,of course,
all the ferrosilicate melts contain significant Fe2*,and the
significanceof this is discussedbelow. Where possible,
compositionsat Si/(Fe + Si) (molar) equal to 0.75 (Cs,
Rb, K, Na, Ba, and Li),0.67 (Cs, Rb, K, Na, Ba, Sr, and
Li), and 0.50 (Rb, K, Ba, Sr, and Li) were synthesizedto
enabledirect comparisonof viscositiesat constantSiO,
content. The two Ca ferrosilicate melts were chosen to
achieve low liquidus temperatures (Phillips and Muan,
1959) in order that a significant temperature rangecould
be accessedfor viscosity measurement.The two compositionschosen(33 and 55 molo/oSiOr) are samplesCFS4
and CFS5 from the density study of Dingwell and Brearley (1988).Similarly, the singleMg ferrosilicatemelt (52
molo/oSiO) representsthe liquidus minimum ofthe SiOrMgFerO"join in equilibrium with air (Muan and Osborn,

l 9s6).
The starting materials for the synthesis of the melts
investigated in this study were Li2CO3, NarCOr, MgO,
SiOr, K,CO3, CaCO., Fe,Or, RbrCO,, SrCOr, CsrCO.,
and BaCOr. All materials were dried and stored at 120
'C prior to weighing. Powder mixtures correspondingto
a decarbonatedweight of 100g were weighedinto a plastic beaker, transferred to a plastic bottle and mixed by
agitationfor approximately15 min. Small portions of the
mixed powderswere addedstep-wiseto a 50-cm3Pt crucible and fuseddirectly at 1600'C for l-2 h. Most of the
molten products were poured from the crucible onto a
steelplate for cooling.A few of the more viscoussamples
were allowed to cool in the crucible and then broken from
the cruciblewith a hammer. Chips of thesesampleswere
progressivelymelted into the viscometrycrucibles.
The shearviscositiesweremeasuredat I atm and temperaturesin the rangeof I 100 to 1650"C, in air, by using
the concentric-cylindermethod. This apparatusis similar
to that describedby Dingwell (1986) with modifications
discussedby Dingwell (1989). The furnace is a MoSi,element box furnace. The viscometer heads are Brookfield models HBTD,RVrD,and lvrp (with full-scaletorques
o f 5 . 7 5 x l 0 - ' , ' 7 . 2 0 x l 0 - 2 ,a n d 6 . 8 0 x l 0 - 3 N . m , r e spectively), and the spindles are identical to those describedby Dingwell and Virgo (1988a).The spindlesand
sample crucibles are fabricated from PtroRhro.This viscometry installation is capable of measurementsfrom I
to 106poises,with an accuracyof +50/oat 2o (Dingwell,
r989).
The rotation rates used vary with the spindle and viscosityof the samplebetween0.5 and 100rpm. In general,
the method employed here results in higher shear rates
for the determination of lower viscosity data. For any
individual determination,a rangeof about 0.67 ordersof
magnitude in rotation speed,and therefore shear rate, is
accessiblewithin a reasonableerror range.No shear-rate
dependenceof viscositywas observed.
The shearrate correspondingto the onset of non-Newtonian behavior in silicatemelts provides a time scaleof
deformation that is closely related to the structural relaxation time scaleof the melt (Dingwell and Webb, 1989).
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The most probable relaxation time of each silicate melt
correspondsto the time scale (inverse of the frequency)
of an oxygenjump. The oxygenjump is, in turn, the unit
of diffusion and viscous flow in liquid silicates(Dingwell
and Webb. 1989).There is a considerableliteraturedealing with the nature of structural relaxation in liquid silicatesand, in particular, with the description ofrelaxation
times in liquids (Wong and Angell, 1976;Brawer, 1985;
Scherer,1986). Dingwell and Webb (1989) have demonstrated that the relaxation time calculated for silicate
melts by using the Maxwell relation
r": q"/G*,

(l)

where z" is the shearrelaxationtime, 4" is the shearviscosity, and G- is the infinite frequencyshear modulus, is
consistentwith relaxation times derived from a number
of investigationsof microscopicand macroscopicpropertiesof silicatemelts. For silicatemelts, G- may be estimated at l0 GPa + 0.5 logrounits (Bansaland Doremus, 1986; Dingwell and Webb, 1989). The calculated
relaxationtime for the highestviscositiesobservedin this
study is 10 53 s. In comparison,the time scaleof the
presentconcentric-cylinderviscometry measurements(the
inverse of the shear or strain rate, calculated as 60/(2r)
revolutionsper minute) is 10-'0 to l0r3 s. Thus the observationof Newtonian rheologyin this study is consistent with the prediction of relaxed (liquid) behavior at
thesestrain rates.
Measurements were made starting with the highest
temperaturepoint and reducing temperature,generallyin
25 or 50 'C steps,until crystallizationwas detectedby
unstable readings or an instrumental limit was reached.
The last measurementof viscositywas alwaysa redetermination of the highesttemperaturedetermination to test
for experimental drift. No difference was observed between first and last "high-temperature"determinations,
indicating that no compositional or instrumental drift occurred during the viscosity determinations.
The oxidation state of the melts was monitored by
sampling the melts at each temperature point. A Pt wire
loop was dipped into the melt, and a small (50-200 mg,
depending on viscosity) sample was extracted and
quenchedin water. Some samplesdid not quench to
glasses,and the oxidation state of thesemust be approximated, at best, by making the (quite reasonable)assumption of equilibrium for these very fluid melts and
by using composition-oxidationstate calculationmethods basedon data from previous studiesof redox equilibria in theseand relatedsystems(Thornberet al., 1980;
Sacket al., 1980;Kilinc et al., 1983;Mysen,1989).Glassy
"dip"-quenched sampleswere analyzedfor oxidation state
Resonantabsorption
usingsTFeMossbauerspectroscopy.
57FeMdssbauerspectrawerecollectedat 25 "C with a 50mC s?Co/Rhsource,on powderscontainedbetweensheets
of Al foil. The absorberthicknesswas constrainedto yield
5 mg of Fe per square centimeter. Mirror-image spectra
were recordedover 512 channels,folded, and analyzed.
The spectraldata were fitted with the least-squaresfitting
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TaEue1. 57FeMossbauerparametersof quenchedmelts
75 mole% SiO2

Sample
RFS1
RFS1
RFS2
RFS2
RFS3
RFS3
csFsl
csFsl
csFS2
csFS2
KFS1
BFS1
BFS2
BFS2
sFS2
LFS1
LFS2
LFS2

Fe"-

Temp.
fC)
1450
1500
1475
1525
1475
1525
1500
1550
1605
1650
1400
1550
1300
1500
1525
1400
1300
1350

o.24
0.24
0.23
0.24
0.21
o.22
o.23
0 24
0.26
0.28
0.22
o.27
0.26
0.27
0.29
0.29
0.28
0.28

O.S.

I S.

O.S.

F€rour

0.72
0.73
0.68
0.72
0.63
0.66
072
0.70
0.69
0.66
0.78
1.08
1. 1 0
1.09
1.14
1.05
1.08
1.06

0.78
0.82
0.82
0.80
0.89
0 85
0.96
0.94
0.78
0.81
0.97
1.00
1.00
0.97
1.02
1.14
1.07
1.07

217
2.06
2.19
2.16
2.20
2.20
2.02
2.11
2.O7
2.14
1.92
1.93
1.93
1.96
1.96
1.97
2.08
2.03

0.92
0.92
0.94
0.93
0.96
094
0.92
0.94
0.87
0.79
0.98
0.77
0.90
0.83
0.77
0.85
0.92
0.90

^4
o
o
_e
o

.3s
o
6
o

2

6.O

roaur(x)

Note.'1.S.: isomershift,Q.S. : quadrupolesplitting.
67 mole% SiO2

o

routine pc-Mos(copyright CMTE Electronik, Riemerling,
FRG) using Lorentzian line shapes.The results are presentedin Table 1.
After viscometry the samples were poured from viscometry crucibles onto a stainless-steelplate for cooling.
Chips (=5 g) of the postviscometry samples were analyzed for major-element composition at the Centre de
RecherchesP6trographiqueset G6ochimiques (CRPG),
Nancy, France. Analytical methods and errors are included in Table 2.

(wt%)
TABLE
2. Chemical
analyses
FerO3

CSFS1
CSFS2
RFSI
RFS2
RFS3
KFS1
KFS2
KFS3
LFS1
LFS2
LFS3
BFSI
BFS2
BFS3
SFS2
SFS3
MFS1

34.95(Cs)
39.43(Cs)
2 5 . 6 5( R b )
30.89(Rb)
38.79(Rb)
1 6 . 1 9( K )
19.79(K)
24.58(K)
5.45 (LD
7.09 (LD
9.67 (LD
22.90(Ba)
27.75(Bal
35.09(Ba)
20.56(Sr)
25.09(Sr)
1 1 . 8 4( M g )

20.57
23.84
22.76
27.53
35.03
27.91
34.75
45.07
29.17
38.11
51.59
23.91
29.20
37.22
31.93
42.82
50.10

o
o
o
:r

6.O

roazr(x)

o

The viscosity-temperaturerelationships of the silicate
melts are presentedin Table 3. Direct comparison of the
resultsfor melts with 75, 67, and 50 molo/oSiO, is made
in Figuresla, lb, and 1c,respectively.The viscositiesof

(x)o,
(x),o

>2

50 mole% SiO2

Rr,sur-rs

Sample

o

sio,
44.54
36.73
51.59
41.57
26.1
8
55.82
45 39
30 35
OJ.4J

54.80
38.74
53.19
43.06
27.69
47.50
32.10
38.05

100.06
100.65
97.98
98.21
97.21
99.52

c

o
o
o

4

s's

Ba
Sr

6'5

,o11
",

relationships
ofalkali and
Fig. 1. The viscosity-temperature
meltsat(a)75molo/o
SiO2,(b)67molo/o
ferrosilicate
alkaline-earth
SiO,.
SiOr,and(c)50 molo/o

oo o?

100.66
100.05
99.72
100.19
98.95
99.22
98.77
99.59
99.45
100.87

Note.' Si by colorimetry; maximum relative error 0.5%. All others by
atomicabsorption;maximumrelativeerrors arc 0.5h (Li, Rb, Cs), 0.9'l.
(Fe),1.0% (Mg, K), and 2.0% (Ba, Sr).

the ferrosilicatemelts rangeover five orders of magnitude
in the temperature range investigated.At high temperature (> 1400"C) and from 75 ro 67 to 50 molo/oSiOr, the
viscosities range over approximately one order of magnitude as the cation is changed from Cs to Li. In the
temperatureand composition rangeof this study, viscosity decreasesin the order Cs > Rb > K > Na > Ba >
Sr > Ca > Mg > Li. Similarly, high-temperature Arrhenian activation energiesdecreasein the same order.
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Traue 3. Viscositydata (log,o44 in poises)
Temp. ('C)

1643
1619
1599
1545
1520
1496
1471
1446
1397
1348
1299
1250
1200
11 5 1
1102

CSFSI

RFSl

RFS3

KFS1

KFS2

|,zl

't 37
145
2.63
2.73
2.91

1.62
t./o

2.69

1.86

2 94
3.19

2.01
2.14

0.914
102
1.11
3.01
3.25
3.52
3.79
4.09
4.41
4.76

J.40

SFS2

1545
1520
1496
't446
1397
1348
1299

CSFS2

0.847
0 904
1.01

SFS3

0.0773
0.171
0.269
0.382

CFS4

0.184
0.306
0.433

MFS1

-0.505
-o.422
-0.346

-0.0910
-0 0875
0.0320
0.0506

1.85
2.06
2.30
2.54
2.79
3.06

LFS1

1.47
1.63
1.78
1.94
2.10

0.887
1.09
1.29
1.54
1.83
2.10

1.76

0.953

0.123

1.94

1.09
1.24
1.41

0.284
0.394
0.521

LFS3

0.679
0.784
0.897
1.01
1.20

-0.156
-0.0220
0.124

Note; Viscosity data are accurate to a57o

The viscosity-temperature
relationshipsof the heavy-alkali ferrosilicates(Cs, Rb, and K) cluster relatively tightly
in Figuresla-lc as do the viscosity-temperature
relationships of the alkaline-earth ferrosilicates(Ba, Sr, Ca, and
Mg). In contrast, the viscosity-temperaturerelationships
of the Na and Li ferrosilicatesdrop away from the other
alkali ferrosilicatedata so strongly that the viscosity range
of the alkali ferrosilicate melts spansthat of the alkalineearth ferrosilicate melts.

of this model, the viscositiesof the alkali ferrosilicatesof
this study are predicted to be lower than their fully oxidized equivalents.The caseis less clear for the alkalineearth ferrosilicates,but the effectofreduction is predicted
to be smaller for these compositions. In generalthe "redox effects" on viscosity that have been observedto date
are 0.3 to 0.6 log,ounits and thus are significantcompared
with the rangeof viscositiesexhibited in Figures la-lc
(seeDingwell and Virgo, 1987,for a summary).The largest effect expected,and thus the largest correction to be
DrscussroN
considered in estimating fully oxidized melt viscosities,
Redox considerations
is for the alkali ferrosilicate melts. Thesemelts, however,
The oxidation-state data of Table I indicate that some are the most highly oxidized in the presentstudy, and so
of the ferrosilicate melts of this study were highly oxi- the correction is diminished accordingly. The relative
dized during viscometry. The Fe2*contents of the glasses viscosities of the alkali ferrosilicate melts and the alkaobtained by dip quenching range from 2 to 23o/oof the line-earth ferrosilicate melts are not expectedto change
total Fe contents.The presenceofFe2* in thesequenched (when compared at fully oxidized conditions) becauseof
liquids reducesthe mole fraction of oxygen in these liq- these redox effects (Dingwell and Virgo, 1988b). LiFeuids, and thus the 80, 3Si stoichiometryof the base(fully Si.O, melt is the exception,and a possibleexplanation of
oxidized) compositions is altered. The efect of reducing this is discussedbelow.
the oxygenmole fraction on the viscosity of silicate melts
Structural parameters
has been studied previously by severalworkers (Williamson et al., 1968;Cukiermanand Uhlmann, 1974;Toguri
et al., 1976; Klein et al., 1983; Seki and Oeters, 1984;
Dingwell and Virgo, 1987, 1988b).The description of
viscosity-redoxrelationshipsis not yet complete.In compositionally simple melts, the effectof melt reduction (i.e.,
reduction ofoxygen content)on viscosity depends,at least,
on the identity of the network-stabilizer cation and the
redox ratio, and Dingwell and Virgo (1988b) have proposed a model to relate these effectsto melt polymerization, expressedas the ratio of nonbridging oxygens to
tetrahedrally coordinated cations (NBO/T). With the use

It has been known for some time that one effect of
substituting alkali or alkaline-earth, network-stabilizing,
cations of progressively higher field strength in aluminosilicate liquids of tectosilicate stoichiometry is to reduce the shearviscosity of suchliquids (e.g.,Bottinga and
Weill, 1972).Becauseall the oxygensin such melt compositions are stoichiometrically constrained to form
bridging bonds between tetrahedral cations, the structures are said to be fully polymerized. The structure of
such polymerized melts could represent a considerable
simplification of the casefor partially depolymerizedmelts
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Fig. 2. The effectof the network-stabilizing
(alkalior alkaline-earth)
cationon theviscosityofferrosilicate
melts.Theinset
illustratesequivalentdata(at 1600'C) for aluminosilicate
melts
(aluminosilicate
datafrom Urbainet al., 1982).

lonizationPotential

(eV)

galliosilicate,and
Fig. 3. The viscosityof aluminosilicate,
meltsasa functionofthe ionizationpotentialofthe
ferrosilicate
network-stabilizing
alkali cation.Aluminosilicateviscositydata
arefrom Kozu(1935)(higher)andUrbainet al. (1982)(lower)
melt and from Riebling(1966)(lower),Scarfeet
for orthoclase
and Urbainet al. (1982)(higher)for
al. (1983)(intermediate),
are from Dingwell (in
albite melt; data for the galliosilicates
preparation).

becausethe number and distribution of nonbridgingoxygenbonds neednot be considered.A number ofworkers
have discussedthe possible melt-structure implications
of this viscosity-compositiontrend in terms of the effect
of alkali aluminate and alkaline-earth aluminate components on bond strengths and angles in the network the equivalent LiAlSijO8 melt with respectto the other
structure of silicate and aluminate tetrahedra (Navrotsky aluminosilicate melts of Figure 2 (inset) becauseLiFeet al., 1982,Urbain et al., 1982;Navrotskyet al., 1985; SirO, is relatively reduced compared \Mith the alkali ferRyerson,1985).Recently,Dingwelland Virgo (1987)have rosilicatemelts of equivalentSiO, content.
pointed out that the erchangeoftrivalent cationsofsucThe present study illustrates that the alkali and alkacessivelyhigher electronegativity(Al, Ga, Fe, B) yields a line-earth substitutions in highly polymerized ferrosilisimilartrend of decreasing
viscosity.
cate melts also produce a trend of decreasingviscosity
Figure 2 comparesthe relative viscosities of the ferro- with increasingfield strength,and thus it is reasonableto
silicatemelts of this study (at 1400'C) with the relative seeka common origin for the viscosity trends in both the
viscositiesof the stoichiometricallyequivalentalumino- aluminosilicateand ferrosilicatesystems.
silicate melts [at 1600'C with data from Urbain et al.
It has been suggestedthat the property ofthe alkali or
(1982)and LiAlSi3Osdata from Dingwell (unpublished)1. alkaline-earth cation (network stabilizer) that is ofgreatThe sametrend of relative viscositiesexistsfor both the est significance in these open-structured liquids is the
aluminosilicate and ferrosilicate data. The exception is electron-drawingpower of this "stabilizer" cation (Seifert
the behavior of LiFeSi.O,. The effect of melt reduction etal.,1982 McMillan etal.,1982;Navrotskyet al., 1985).
on alkali ferrosilicate melt viscosities could explain the It is this property that will determine how strongly the
observation that the LiFeSirO" melt viscosity is lower stabilizer cation perturbs the T-O-T bridging bond angle
relative to the other ferrosilicate melts of Fieure 2 than between Al and a Si atom. In order to rationalize the
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compositiondependenceof viscosityin terms of the true
electronegativityofthese stabilizercationsin the silicate
liquid structure, a measure of cationic electronegativity
is required.The field strength,definedasthe ratio ofionic
radius to chargeor radius to chargesquared,requires the
assumptionof a coordinationnumber in selectingthe value of the ionic radius. Coordination numbers can be
poorly defined for alkalis and alkaline earths in silicate
melts. Tabulated values of electronegativitymay not necessarilyprovide a good estimate of the covalent-bonding
considerationsin silicate glasses.Hess (1980) has proposed the use of ionization potential for this purpose.
Figure 3 plots the 1400"C viscosityofthe alkali ferrosilicate liquids versusthe ionization potential ofthe stabilizer cation. The result is a linear correlationofnegative
slope. Similarly, data for the equivalent alkali aluminosilicate and alkali galliosilicatemelts are plotted. The viscosity data for aluminosilicate and galliosilicatemelts follow a similar, linear trend of decreasingviscosity with
increasing ionization potential of the stabilizer cation.
Figure 3 is suggestivethat the relative viscositiesofalkali
aluminosilicate, ferrosilicate,and galliosilicate melts may
be attributed to a common structural control.
Thermochemistry
In a seriesof studieson the thermochemistry of silicate
glasses,Navrotsky and coworkers(Navrotsky et al., 1980;
Navrotsky et al., 1982; Roy and Navrotsky, 1984)have
developed a databasefor the heat of solution of aluminosilicateglassesin lead borate (PbrBrOr)melt at 973 K
using the transposed drop method. Relative differences
in heat of solution have been interpreted as relative differencesin the strength ofbonding in the silicate glasses.
Dingwell and Virgo (1988a)illustratedthat suchheat-ofsolution data for alkali and alkaline-earthaluminosilicate
compositions (based on a Xi;,AlSirO, stoichiometry,
where X: alkali or alkaline-earth cation) yield a smooth
relationshipversuslog,oviscosity of the equivatentliquids at 1400'C. Similarly,DeYoreoand Navrotsky(1988)
have recently obtained heat-of-solution data for NaFeOrSiO, and NaGaOr-SiO,glassesand comparedthesewith
previousdata for NaAlOr-SiO, and NaBOr-SiO,glasses.
DeYoreo and Navrotsky observeda linear dependenceof
the heat of solution on the inverse of the difference between the field strengths of Si and the trivalent cation.
They interpreted this in a manner consistentwith the
previous discussionsby Navrotsky et al. (1985), specifically that an increasein the field strength ofthe trivalent
cation leads to a distortion of T-O-T angles from the
SiO, optimum angle and consequentlyto a weakeningof
the tetrahedral structure of the melt. Comparison with
viscositydata availablefor thesecompositions(e.g.,Urbain et al., 1982; Tait et al., 1984 Dingwell and Virgo,
1988a;Dingwell, in preparation)illustratesthat viscosity
is lowered with the substitution of cations of increasing
electronegativity(Dingwell and Virgo, I 988a),consistent
with the interpretation that the tetrahedral structure is
weakened.Heat-of-solution data are now required for the
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equivalent ferrosilicate and galliosilicate glassesto test
further the generality ofthis relationship for glassesand
liquids of tectosilicatecomposition.
The parameterizationsof the composition-dependence
of tectosilicatemelt viscosityprovided by this studycombined with a recent analysis of the time scaleof viscous
relaxation in silicate melts (Dingwell and Webb, 1989)
support the proposal that viscous flow in the relaxed,
liquid state of thesemelts proceedsby the relatively simple mechanism of oxygen jumps becausethe frequency
of shear-inducedjumps (i.e., viscous flow) is much less
than the frequency of thermal motion (self-diffusivity) in
the relaxedregion.The compositionaldependence
ofviscosity can be visualized as the effect of cation-oxygen
bond strength on the mobility of oxygen atoms.
CoNcr-usroN
Aluminosilicate, ferrosilicate, and galliosilicate melts
representa structurally simplified subsetof silicate melts
whose relative viscositiesmay be understood in terms of
the relative mean bond strengths in these liquids. The
viscosities of these melts, compared at cqual SiO. contents, decreasewith increasing electronegativity (measured with ionization energy) of the network-stabilizer
and the network-former cations.The observation that the
Newtonian viscosity is controlled by the mean strengths
ofcation-oxygen bonds is consistentwith the hypothesis
that the viscous-flow processin the relaxed liquid state
is ratelimited by the effectof thesebond strengthson the
mobility of oxygenatoms (Dingwell and Webb, 1989).
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